25th ANNIVERSARY
END OF THE COLD WAR & FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL

NOVEMBER 10-13, 2014
Centennial Hall G02 and G01
All movies are free to the public and have English subtitles.

One, Two, Three
Nov. 10 | G02
5 P.M.
USA, 1961 Dir. Billy Wilder
Presenter: Dr. Robert Fischer

The Witness
Nov. 11 | G01
5 P.M.
(Hungary, 1969 Dir. Peter Bacsó
Presenter: Dr. Gyorgyi Pisaak

No Man's Land
Nov. 13 | G02
5 P.M.
(Albania, 2004) Dir. Danko Tanovska
Presenter: Dr. William DeSoto

Film Premiere: West
Nov. 10 | G02
7 P.M.
(USA, 1964) Dir. Chester Schnick
Presenter: Dr. Valentine Glajar

Kolya
Nov. 11 | G01
7 P.M.
(Czech Republic, 1996) Dir. Jan Sverák
Presenter: Ms. Kayla Hill

White
Nov. 13 | G01
5 P.M.
(France/Poland, 1994)
Dir. Krzysztof Kieślowski
Presenter: Dr. Ulrich Bech

Night Crossing
Nov. 12 | G02
5 P.M.
(USA, 1983) Dir. Dolores Mann
Presenter: Dr. Michael Conner

The Concert
Nov. 13 | G02
7 P.M.
(France, 2000) Dir. Radu Mihăiță
Presenter: Dr. Peter Gheorghe

Ninotchka
Nov. 11 | G02
5 P.M.
(USA, 1939) Dir. Ernst Lubitsch
Presenter: Dr. Donna Davis

The Way I Spent the End of the World
Nov. 11 | G02
7 P.M.
(Romania, 2001) Dir. Cristian Mungiu
Presenter: Dr. Craig Danisz

Two Lives
Nov. 12 | G02
7 P.M.
(Germany/Norway, 2011) Dir. Geir Arne Moan
Presenter: Dr. Margaret Mensing

Barbara
Nov. 13 | G01
7 P.M.
(Germany, 2012) Dir. Christian Petzold
Presenter: Dr. Andrea Galento

Sponsored by the
Department of Modern Languages,
and organized by the
German Division and the German Honors Organization.

For additional information contact Dr. Valentina Glajar (glajar@txstate.edu).